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00 Thesis Initial Proposal 
Blurring Ground Public Space Scenario 
Context of Hong Kong 
Hong Kong is well known for its high density urban context — a result of the speedy ur-
ban expansion, which is happening throughout Asia. The small city seems to be focused 
on speed and efficiency to boost economically rapid developments. Under the developer-
controlled and economically-valued architectural development, what people need is being 
neglected. People need open space for breath and stretching, they need a space of escape 
from stressful environment, and they need more connection with people. The public spaces 
seem to be the only space people can take ownership of, and in contrast of the dense envi-
ronment, it becomes a necessity in Hong Kong habitat. 
Public spaces in Hong Kong 
Under this kind of dense and money-minded urban environment, public spaces become the 
neglected spaces or left-behind open spaces which are too scarce to guarantee any quality 
or to interweave with people's life. The definition of a public space in Hong Kong is differ-
ent from other places in the world. As residents in Hong Kong, we don't feel the dense as a 
harsh factor. The public space here is a congestion, stuff with greenery which is not human 
accessible. The lack of green space and public space is put together as one problem so that 
people are competing with plant for space. What should be in a public space for people live 
in such dense city? Is 'public space' even a 'space? 
Vertical Developments in Hong Kong 
Developments of buildings are upward only. For density sense, why we have to go upward 
but not download as well? Street on the ground level, compare with the high level skyscrap-
er is more human in scale and activities than the upper level. With the study of the change 
in manipulating ground levels in Tokyo, which they imposed multiple layers of streets going 
up and below ground, I believe that this kind of human scale happens in underground spac-
es. A downward development would provide new public spaces to negotiate with different 
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by human experience and spatial connection. 
Blurring ground Public Space Form 
Blurring the ground actually create more layers of ground levels and increase the land area, 
provide a porous form to increase connection between different ground level by views and 
other interactions. Therefore, it can provide more potential for programs to interweave with 
public spaces. The scale is more human. Skyscrapers and underground are both unnatural 
habitat, but underground development would be more human exploration instead of me-
chanical repetitive construction. Exterior fagade is only a dress up nowadays, too untouch-
able to relate to human. The underground architecture is totally interior without exterior. 
Manipulating interior spaces can explore the intimate relationship between man and archi-
tecture. Interweaving public spaces into underground programs would provide architecturally 
spatial connection and offer a social connection between programs to further activate the 
area. 
Reflecting Hong Kong life 
The culture and habitat of Hong Kong and the vibrant city life would be found in the epito-
mized city. The underground open space has to come with programs to activate. It would 
not be a zoning system, but a system of provision of public space by private ownership, or 
other new system more than two dimensional, which make the public space more usable 
instead of providing left-over and void spaces. 
It is a place which is busy but at the same time without feeling dense. The new scenario 
would change the value of quality life in the past, limited harbor view would not be the only 
preference, others values would be treasure in the underground city, e.g. enjoying the sun-
light, open volume spaces, negotiation of programs in three dimensional sense... etc. 
Program and space 
Innovative programs hybrid may provide new spaces and form. Placing a 'space' out of 
context would mix two programs and may benefit both. Examples can be the Yokohama 
project in Japan which mix ferry pier with park. It is possible to provide more public space to 
engage with the activities. Another example is a temporary mini-football court in Shatin New 
Town Plaza few months ago, it used the void space in the shopping mall to become a public 
stage and the circulation corridor became auditorium. The out of context activities can be 
both temporary and permanent, and programs can be constantly changing. The identity of 
space may shift in time. 
Composition 
Interweaving between programs and space, vibrant and leisure, active and inactive, move-
ment and static, human and space, people and ground, life and architecture; the interven-
tion intended to provide a release from tense environment, relief from stresses, and a place 
for Imagination for people in Hong Kong, who is trapped by the tangible reality. Taking 
ground as a starting point, the scale is more human and focus would be put on human 
emotions and mind. Evoke the mind and even Irritate the mind by memories, history, cus-
toms, habits and cultures. The intervention is not a destination but the route to destination, 
a process of detour and exploration, provides sensation and feeling with surprise, inspired, 
depress, reminisce, impress. 
Bibliography and reference: 
Projects: 
1/ Forum Les Halles, France, MVRDV 
Les Halles market was demolished in the 70's and replaced by Forum Les Halles - a huge 
burled mega-building that holds a very diverse programme: a shopping mall, a swimming 
pool, a conservatory, cinemas, library, a mediateque, offices for public services, underground 
roads. At the lower levels, the busiest train station in Europe with 100 million users per year. 
The site had no urban connection with the surroundings, the shopping mall was dark and 
confusing, while the station chaotic and small. 
Colliding with French tradition of "grand projects'； the project tries to tie together the 
requirements of the diversity of urban actors, each of them with its own ambition. How to 
aspire to something big with��smallness〃？ How to orchestrate these��small projects"? How to 
give them a direction? By��gluing" all the required interventions, each one with its own char-
acter, budget and time, these projects can become a "collaborative amalgam〃： like a stained 
glass window, a vitrail: the tradition of making something big with small pieces. It becomes 
the facade of this new world: a horizontal Vitrail: a church window of the dense three-di-
mensional underground city. 
http://www.projetleshalles.com/projet/a_pro0904043.htm 
2/ Cities on the move 
An exhibition which focus in the social and economic situation in South East Asia. The exhibi-
tion deals with the out-of-context ideas as its venue keep changing from cities, 
http: //www. rama9a rt.org/citiesonthemove/ 
3/ Yokohama Project, Tokyo 
A successful combination of two programs - Ferry Pier and Park. 
Current readings: 
1/ KM3, MVRDV 
Urban density possibilities. 
2/ Breaking Ground, Daniel Libeskind 
This book boosts my passion towards architecture, how the feeling of people, spaces, his-
tory, culture and architecture can be put together and visualized. 
3/ Budapest: A Novel by Chico Buarque, Alison Entrekin 
A story about detour, exploration in an unfamiliar city, process of learning a foreign language 
and engage with life and culture at the same time remain foreign. 
4/ Spaces Between 
The Space Between" 21 Places for the 21st Century design competition entry by Erick Vil-
lagomez and Caroline Toth. Vancouver, B.C. Canada. 
The Spaces Between is a research study looks at a strategy that engages enhancing the 
existing built landscape. More specifically, it explains the potential of exploiting residual, ne-
glected spaces of all shapes and sizes as a means of creating a more equitable and sustain-
able urban environment. 
5/ Urban explorers 
Artists who explore the underground structure of cities, they are typically enthusiastic about 
photographing and part of the thrill is adventure. Other places they explore are abandoned 
buildings, rooftops, vip spaces and rooms or spaces which are personnel access only. 
http://siologen.net/pbase/index.php?cat=9 
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Self/ Home 
Vocabulary: Interiority, unreal, 
dream, imagination, uncon-
trolled, unique, sense, home, 
expression, human, peace, 
intangible, impossible, under-
ground, myth, virtual, time-








Vocabulary: Exteriority, real, 
modernization, efficiency, con-
trol, mechanical, money, work, 
war, logic, inhuman, touch-
able, possible, change, above 
ground, time, homogeneous, 
abstract, solid, male 
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Vocabulary: moving, pursuing, 




02 Exploration Model 






Escape/ Gaps/ In-between 
Public space 一 space to escape from life as it's the only place that people can 
take ownership of, feeling it is a place that own themselves 
The space for escape from - city/urban density 
- Life intensity 
一 Speed 
Escape from life, create another life. 
Intention to be leisure? mediation? Believe? Enjoyment? Friendship? Rela-
tionship between people? 
Lazy place 
Place for people to look at each others 
Evolution of the city, maybe about what the city would be in the future. 
Street = earth > human 
Living in nature, alternative living 
Orientation, dialogue between, earth, above, below, horizontal, vertical, solid, 
void > what are the implications? 
16 
Existing Hong Kong society is too based on capitalism. Making every spaces 
fully utilized for money generator. Making the place as dense as possible, and 
as efficient as possible. Does efficiency have to be achieved in a calculated 
way? In terms of money and area those physical factors? What is human 
need? 
We need a space to breath, to stretch out, escape from the dense world, the 
speedy world. 
Against modernization which sees architecture as repetitive mass production 
for giant inhuman space, always with an angle in birds eyes while human are 
not birds. 
Gaps between the existing program. The in-between spaces, create a link-
age between existing and also provide a new story line for new routine, new 
sequence of life. A life style more based on human than efficiency. 
Earth: street, human, walking, touch 
Up: Utopia? Sky, growth, identity 
Down: growth, buried, death, hell 
Horizontal: merge 
Vertical: iconic, against the land 
Solid: density, private 


































































































- 1 Phenomenon - Isolation 
Disconnection of people and architecture nowadays occurs as a result of rapid economic 
development. Architecture is being used as a tool for money generation and is serving for 
developers instead of serving people. 
Isolation happens in the program zoning of the buildings and the physical form of buildings. 
Buildings are individual with specific functions define very much by urban zoning. Buildings 
are only physically connected with bridges system. Individual building is named by the name 
of building. 
26 
In another part of the area, buildings are totally different in scale. 
Buildings merge with each others in physical forms and with more program difference. Expe-






















- 1 Hypothesis 
1 Introduce ground city system to link up with existing context 
Plan: System 
Network of pedestrian walkways connect the city in continuous journeys. 
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The protected pedestrian network showing each phase of construction 
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2 Multilevel ground form as the basic element to generate the ground city 
Section: Methodology 
A. Considering ground as building interior, folding the floors into continuous street in section, 
Forming dictatorial parade routes relating all programs in selected sequence and expose 
programs in an "interior" experience. 
B. Multiplying the ground would introduce new spatial qualities, but to 
remain impression as street levels to create more ground in perceptive way. 
Experience would still keep in "street'' level 
/ v i i：^； 
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Case Study - Shinjuku, Tokyo ground system 
Shinjuku, Tokyo 
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Upper ground connections 
Upperground and Underground routes 1:10000 
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le/cis of the City 1:10000 
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Name of Building: Shinjuku Mitsui Building 
Number of Ground Levels: 3 (Ground - B2) 
Programs: Open theater(temporary), cafe a 
restaurants, open plaza, office, 
smoke area, greenery 
Connections: B1 connects to open void of ai 
other building 
B2 connects to subway 
Location Plan 1:5000 
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m m . 
Office tobby 
45 
Shinjuku Genter Building 
J 
u 
Name of Building: Shinjuku Center Building 
Number of Ground Levels; 3 (Ground - B2) 
Programs: cafe and restaurants, open plaza, 
shops, greenery, fountain, office on 
upper level 
Connections: B1 with internal shops connects to 
upper street 




bkyo Metropolitan Government Building 
ame of Building: Tokyo Metropolian 
Government Building 
umber of Ground Levels: 3 (Ground - B2) 
rograms: Open plaza, underground plaza, 
office on upper levels, shopping 
center, parking 
onnections: B1 connects to open plaza 
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Shinjuku Land Tower 
Location Plan 
Name of Building: Shinjuku Land Tower 
Number of Ground Levels: 2 (Ground - B l ) 
Programs: Open plaza, cafe and restaurants, 
office on upper levels, fountains 
Connections: B l connects to lobby of the office 
building 








Name of Building: Shinjuku Normura Building 
Number of Ground Levels: 3 (Ground - B2) 
Programs: cafe and restaurants, open cafe 
plaza, shoping center, fountain 
Connections: B1 connects visually to streets 
B2 connects to upper streets and 








Shinjuku Mitsui Bank Building 
/ 
Name of Building: Shinjuku Mitsui Bank Building 
Number of Ground Levels: 2 (Ground - B l ) 
Programs: open cafe, plaza, Gymasium, 
greenery, sitting area 
Connections: Ground floor with bridge 
connection to office 
B l connects to open void of 
another building 
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ss 
3 Mix events in journeys 
Programs: experience 
Pool of events mix programs together, instead of individual building to hold events, produc-
ing another system of space, compare naming of buildings and Wan Chai naming of streets, 
architecture is recognized as street in human scale. Streets provide atmospheric perception,' 
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- 3 Site - existing potential 
1 structure 
Subway Is a skeleton to connect the city. It provides a potential for further connections. 
However, subway is totally detached from environment in itself, while mechanical transport 
connects human foot to distant area, the experience is epitomized or short-cut. 
n r H nl 
2 Public Space 
Existing subway connection to ground relies on station. In station, the definition between 
ground and underground is very clear. Station is pure function; public space in station Is only 
for circulation and is so stark that no one would spend time wander around in a station. It is 
not a public space. 
58 
3 Ground form 
In Montreal and Shinjuku, subway is proved to be the starting point of changing level of 
ground. With entangled public spaces along the subway, multiple ground layers would multi-
ply public spaces. Place are not familiar without a transport stop. Foot is neglected as a fun-
damental perception of street and space. Chances of foot transport is eliminated. Continuous 
journey along subway would enhance the connection 





3 Site - strategy 
1 System 
Base upon existing network of subway, the ground city is proposed to entangle and originate 
from this framework. The structure connects the city, subway acts as the street of ground 
city. Subway station would contain district quality to act as a node point. This node prac-
tice as a critique to the existing system, as a void instead of solid, core of events Instead of 
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2 Reveal 
To bring connections from this network to the existing city, tunneling is not enough. Subway 
is the starting point for growth of connection and initiate ground level change. Station is ex-
posed as a hole to reveal the structure of the network underground. By revealing the struc-
ture a more coherent sensation of place could be provided. Inside the subway, people can 
perceive the location of the city to have more relationship between the city and the subway 
network. Inside the city, new orientations can be provided which based on street experience 
associated with the subway. 
3 Perception 
"Theme of station is weight and weightlessness, all seen from a worm's perspective" 
、、丁he sequence suggests that we are all being pulled down by gravity but all potentially able 
to escape." 
-Rem Koolhaas 
In the journey of ground city, one is reminded of his weight and attachment to earth by 
gravity. With feet touching the ground, sensation is human in scale base on experience in 
the journey, which ultimately create a place to wander around, being an exhibitory, explor-
atory and self route. 
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3 Site - Site Analysis 
1 Reclaimed flat land 
Not necessary to be In a real land born from the earth to sense the nature. With the same 
horizon, reclaimed land is having an identity as new infrastructural development of the city. 
Reclaimed land shows the history of the site, the system would link between the stratified 
developments towards the waterfront. 
62 
2 Disconnection 
Starting from one strip of development, modern transport ignore the sense of foot. Since 
reclamation from Queen's Road, the development become vehicle transport dominant. Foot-
bridge is inserted as a primary structure for human access. The quality of human experience 

















3 Potential levels 
,,,Bridges are used to connect between buildings in the same, which develops into Queensway 
[j Plaza as a floating shopping and exhibition center between buildings. This kind of connec-
tions involves different levels and can be extended to the ground. 
64 
4 Programs 
Bridges are used to connect between buildings in the same, which develops into Queensway 
Plaza as a floating shopping and exhibition center between buildings. This kind of connec-
tions involves different levels and can be extended to the ground. 
t r 
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- 1 Conceptual Model 1:1000 
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2 Site Model 1:500 
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4 Conceptual Model 1:1000 
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6 Conceptual Model 1:1000 
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7 Testing Model 1:200 
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9 Schematic Model 1:500 
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coincidence combination with 1:200 
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10 Schematic Model 1:200 
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12 Schematic Model 1:200 





















06 Design sketches [ref. to sketches booklet 
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08 Thesis Statement 
；Stimulated by the existin丨 
tion and inhuman feeling i 
my thesis builds on top of 
multi-layered ground sy! 
programs to create more 
the city by colliding activit 
ty and new connections in 
routine. 
g phenomenon of isola-
in modern development, 
this framework to suggest 
5tem which link up existing 
possibilities for detour in 
ies, introducing uncertain-
I boring daily programmed 
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09 Design 
Lower Platform Plan 
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Concourse Level Plan 
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Ground Level Plan 
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Bridge Level Plan 
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To Art Cento o 
Cultural Route 
Exhibition Gallery 2 
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